We study the topology of polygons with fixed side length in Euclidean plane by Morse theory. § 1. Introduction
M n +2,r -'
where -means diffeomorphic. Hence the space of similarity classes of (n+2) -gons whose (n+l) -sides have equal length may be regarded as a torus T", if we regard (w+l)-gons as a degenerate (w+2)-gons. Set where r is a nonnegative real number. W n +2.r is the configuration space of (n+ 2) -gons whose (w+1) -side length are 1 and the other one is greater than or equal to r. We define a smooth function /on T 1 as follows :
Then f l (-1) = M»+ 2l i may be regarded as the space of oriented congruence classes of (n+2) -gons whose length of (n+2) -sides are 1. The critical points of /: T* -* R are non degenerate except maximum. The value -1 is regular value if n is odd and is critical value if n is even. By using standard Morse theory for / we have a handlebody decomposition of W n +2,r. If~ r 2 is a regular value of/ M n +2,r-dW n +2,r is obtained from a sphere by succesive surgery. We give a cell structure of T* 4 "
1 by the product complex of S 1 = e°(J e l . By observing attaching maps of handlebodies, we get the following results.
For 0 < r < n+l, the space W n +2,r is homotopy equivalent to By using Theorem 1 and Lefschetz duality, we are able to know that the relative homotopy groups, 7t t (W n +2,r M n +2,r) -0 for i < n-k-1, where k is the integer such that n -2k~ 1 < r < n~ 2k+1. Then we have the following results on the fundamental group of M n , r for n ^ 4. On the set B,f attains the maximum value 0 and B is homeomorphic to M n +i,i x S 1 . Set : e t = l or ~1 and the cardinality of -1 is k.}. 
where c=w -2fe. We calculate the characteristic polynomial of D\ instead of D for simlicity.
U/-DI
where fe = c + l=w -2^ + 1. We substruct the first column from the i~th (t = l,
•••, fe) and add it to the j~th (;' = fe + l, <oe . n) . Our determinant is equal to
We then add the rows of from the second to the fe-th to the first row and add , , times the rows of from the fc + l-th to n~th to the first row also. This yields
where the last equality is obtained by using b -n -k + 1. Therefore the characteristic polynomial of £>( = 2Di) is :
By Lemma 2.1, we have the following table :
Critical value at P. For a small positive number e, we set Bi={/ 2 > -(n-3 + £) 2 }c7* Then D^ is diffeomorphic to a closed 2-dimensional disk containing P as an interior point. We show that the attaching sphere of the 2-cell at P may be regarded as 9D|. Since the inclusion 9Z)| -> is isomorphic (both groups are isomorphic to Z p(2) ) . Then from the long exact sequence of homotopy groups and five Lemma, we obtain that hz is homotopy equivalence. We continue the above arguments for n-2k-1 < r < n~2k+l Proposition 3.2. Let r < n -5 and assume that there is a homotopy equivalence where k is the integer such that n -2k-l < r < n~2fe+l. (Note that k > 3.) Then h r +2 can be extended to a homotopy equivalence
Proof . By Morse theory W n +2,r is homotopy equivalent to W n +2,r+2 with P(k) cells of dimension k attached. We consider at the critical point ft 
Hence we have an extension of hr+2 P(k) h r :
such that /v induces isomorphisms on the relative homotopy groups p(*) Art, : ;r*(W; +2 , B _ 2 , +1+£ U (Uef) -(T"* 1 )*. By Theorem 1, we can compute the homology group of M n +2,r. For 0 < r < w+1, we choose an integer k such that n-2k~l < r < w~ 2&-H 1. By Theorem 1, ff (W H +2,r, Z) =0 for j > k+1. We assume n~ 2k~l < r < n~2k + 1. Then Wn+ 2 ,r and M w +2,r are smooth compact connected manifolds such that dW n +2, r == M n +2,r-By Lefschetz duality and Theorem 1, 
